IMMERSA
COUGAR MEGARA
Impressive Sound Quality
Endowed with advanced 40mm Neodymium magnet drivers available on the market and the ability to
produce high quality stereo sound with excellent bass and treble performance.
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IMMERSA

Main features
Impressive Sound Quality
Endowed with advanced 40mm
Neodymium magnet drivers available on
the market and the ability to produce high
quality stereo sound with excellent bass
and treble performance. IMMERSA will
allow you to fully immerse yourself in
gaming or delight your ears with crystal
clear music, while its big ear pads will
provide isolation from external noise.

Total Comfort
COUGAR IMMERSA’s unique suspended
leatherlike headband design allows you to reach
new levels of comfort. Built with carefully chosen
materials, IMMERSA’s ultra lightweight will allow
you to wear it for extended periods of time
without experiencing any kind of discomfort. The
100mm ear pads will always keep your ears
comfortably covered and isolated from external
noise. To fit all head shapes and sizes,
IMMERSA´s flexible structure and automatic
omni-directional adaptation will allow it to
perform a 360º adjustments to maximize your
comfort.

IMMERSA
Main features
High Adaptability
IMMERSA comes with a 4 pole connector
that will allow you to use with laptops,
phones, tablets and other devices. When the
time comes to connect it to a desktop
computer, an adaptor will allow you to
separate the audio into two 3 pole
connectors for audio input and output. Add
to this its retractile microphone that appears
or disappears according to your needs and
you have a headset that will provide exactly
what you need when you need it.

Specifications
Headphone
Driver Size

40mm

Max. Input Power

100mW

Sensitivity at 1KHz

95dB ± 3dB

Impedance at 1KHz

32Ω +/- 15%

Frequency Response

20Hz - 20kHz

Microphone
Type

Noise Cancelling Condenser

Frequency Response

100Hz to 16kHz

Sensitivity at 1KHZ

-40dB ± 3dB

Impedance

2.2kΩ

COUGAR UIX™ System

-

Connector Type

3.5mm Phone Plug

IMMERSA
Detailed Features
High quality stereo sound
Exactly what you need to the vast majority of audio media on the market. With a superior bass performance and clear
trebles, IMMERSA delivers exactly the experience you need for gaming.

40mm Neodymium magnet driver
IMMERSA’s 40mm Neodymium magnet driver will provide crisp and clear audio for your games.

Ultra lightweight suspended leatherlike headband design
With carefully chosen materials that reduce weight without sacrificing durability, the IMMERSA’s hanging leatherlike
headband design allows you to use it for extended periods of time without experiencing fatigue and minimizing the
physical contact of the headset’s hard parts with your head to improve comfort.

100mm extra-large ear pads for more isolation and comfort
COUGAR has not skimped on good quality materials, and IMMERSA’s 100 mm ear pads are proof of it. Built with a
leatherlike material for extra comfort, their extended surface will always keep your ears covered, guaranteeing excellent
sound isolation and comfort.

Automatic Omni-Directional Adaptative ear shells
IMMERSA’s extra-large automatic omni-directional adaptive ear shells will adapt their position automatically with 360º
adjustment, guaranteeing a perfect fit in all situations.

4 pole to 3 pole adapter for extra compatibility
The included 4 to 3 pole adapter will allow you to use IMMERSA with virtually any device, including laptops, phones,
tablets and desktop computers.

Retractable microphone: Flexible, convenient, durable and does not get lost
IMMERSA’s retractable microphone is always where you need it to be. When you’re gaming, you can locate it near your
mouth for optimal sound quality. When you don’t need it, you can simply retract it back to make sure it doesn’t get in
your way. This, united with the microphone’s high flexibility, not only makes it more convenient, it also strongly enhances
its durability.

Noise Cancellation Technology
The microphone’s advanced design makes use of several noise cancellation technologies that help it filter out background
noise and make sure that your voice is transmitted clearly.

Control unit on the cable with volume control and microphone on/off functions
A conveniently located control unit will allow you to easily adjust volume and mute the microphone when needed, the
two functions more often required for gaming.

Braided cable for extra durability
A highly resistant braided cable will enhance the device’s durability, exactly what you need for a highly portable device
such as IMMERSA.

